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In a timeless union, fashion and sports intertwine to manifest 
the vibrant social fabric of Pakistan. The celebration of sports-
manship becomes synonymous with cultural appreciation 
when translated into the latest Spring/Summer ‘21 collection 
by Dynasty Fabrics. The preservation of culture knows no better
medium than expression through attire. Based on this
pretext, Dynasty presents Legend Regalia as the statement
for Spring/Summer ‘21.
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At Dynasty, we supersede our expectations with the Designer Air 
Collection. With intricate dobby designs on 100% Egyptian cotton, 
this collection is made to shock and awe. Our style is a combination 
of elegance and simplicity with a polished yet textured hand. Reach 
the pinnacle of style and grace by indulging in this fancy collection.





C E N T U R I O N

Seek intrigue by embracing our unique Blended Collection 
known as Centurion made from super fine micro Polyester and 
Modal. Centurion has a twill weave which makes the fabric
extremely soft, flawlessly smooth while also giving it luster. 
This collection sets off the brand new, edgy, modern vibe that 
will set you apart from everyone.
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Our most sought after quality, Dynasty Boski, is constructed 
from fine Polyster blended with Modal yarn and then woven in a
subtle weave. Boski’s unparalleled finish produces a lifelong 
gleam making it a true wardrobe staple. A champion of all
seasons, Boski adds a whole new dimension to the world
of durable fabrics.





E G Y P T I A N  D E L I G H T

A classic design never fades away. It has an everlasting charm and enduring 
appeal that transcends both age and time. We at Dynasty, seek to embody 
this eternal glamour. Our Embroidered Egyptian Delight Collection brings to 
you a treasure of the finest exquisite lawn fabric with subtle patterns and 
magnificent threads. A personification of pure poise and class designed for 
the man who has everything. Seize the chance to clad yourself in the fabric 
of all seasons and watch the world follow your lead.
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M A R V E L

Marvel by Dynasty is a fabric of precision – a balance of 
touch, softness, richness and strength. Blended together 
from super fine micro fibers, Marvel truly highlights the 
talent and experience of our weavers. An innovation as 
such is celebrated as Dynasty’s pièce de résistance of 
the season.
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S H A N  E  M U G H A L  L A T H A

Experience distinction in style with Dynasty’s Shan-e-Mughal 
Latha. It is a spectacular blend of superior quality and feel that 
represents our rich heritage but adds a modern twist. Made from 
pure 100% Egyptian cotton, Shan-e-Mughal Latha transcends all 
in its class.





S N O W B E R R Y

Snowberry is woven with 100% Pure Supima Cotton. To ensure 
superior quality, it is run on high-speed air jet machines resulting 
in a compact weave of durability and excellent wearing comfort. 
With the use of high-performance VAT dyes and liquid ammonia 
finishing, our patrons can enjoy an entire spectrum of traditional 
and vibrant colors.
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One of our first and highly admired qualities, Spark is Dynasty’s 
claim to fame. Made from 100% Egyptian cotton, Spark exudes 
opulence with a soft touch, feather like feel and beautiful sheen. 
Ideal for shirting and shalwar kameez, Spark provides comfort yet 
elegance, durability yet class proving it to be superior to the rest.





S P I C A

From our wide range of magnificent blended fabrics comes Spica- 
a combination of super fine micro Polyester and Modal. A class 
above, Spica is finished with liquid ammonia adding a layer of 
radiance and luster reflecting from miles away. As a result of the 
highly technical construction and finishing techniques applied, 
Spica delivers a perfect drape every time.
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U R A N A S

As the name pays homage to the celestial beings of the sky, we 
wished to encapsulate a similar sentiment with our newest quality 
Uranas. With an air like feel and touch, Uranas is a yarn dyed fabric 
with a special liquid ammonia finish accentuating the silky touch 
and magnificent luster. The ultimate luxury fabric, Uranas holds 
true to its name.





K A T T A N

Kattan deviates beautifully from the conventional fabrics used for making 
shalwar kameez. Created from 100% Egyptian cotton, this Collection is
woven with the finest mercerized dyed yarn resulting in extra comfort and 
durability. It is then treated with liquid ammonia finishing to enhance gleam, 
adding it to the ranks of luxury fabrics. Kattan’s essence lies in its unique 
colours-from forest greens to denim blues, which will appeal to the fashion 
senses of all our young and stylish audience.





D E S I R E

At Dynasty, we hold customer satisfaction as the highest priority. 
Hence, we leave no stone unturned in employing the latest machines 
and methods to bring our customers the very best. Dynasty’s desire 
fulfills that purpose. Desire is a premium fabric woven with super 
fine micro fibers only on the very high tech air jet machines. To add 
extra luster and drape, it is then processed with high performance 
disperse and reactive dyes. The final result is truly awe-inspiring.





instagram.com/dynastyfabrics/ www.dynastyfabrics.com facebook.com/dynastyfabrics/


